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Abstra
act. This studyy analyzes inffluences of Inf
nformation andd Communicaation Technoloogy (ICT) in the
structurral changes of Japanese in
ndustrial secto
ors from 19855 through 20005. ICT is reppresented by ttwo
explana
atory variabless, computers (in
ncluding main parts and acccessories) and telecommunicaations equipmeent.
We inveestigate influen
nces by the Co
onstrained Mu
ultivariate Reggression (CMR)
R) model and ttest the statistiical
significcance of this model by the Likkelihood Ratio
o Test (LRT) meethod. We thenn perform micrroscopic analyssis,
focusing
g on the comm
merce, businesss services and
d office suppliees, and personnal services secctors. The resuults
show th
hat these variables, separatelly and jointly, had
h significan t influence on structural chaanges in Japanese
industriial sectors, inccluding the an
nalyzed ones. The
T patterns off influence in analyzed sectoors are, howevver,
differen
nt. Based on this
t
difference, we can say that during 19985–2005 the business circuumstances of the
analyzeed sectors weree dissimilar.
Keywords: ICT, Indu
ustrial Structurral Changes, CM
MR, LRT, Japaan

1. Inttroduction
One ttechnology thhat permeates our societyy is
Inform
mation and C
Communicatiion Technoloogy
(ICT)), such as ccomputers. Inn recent yeaars,
almosst all peoplle use compputers in thheir
homees, schools,, and off
ffices, makiing
compputers an impoortant aspect in everyday llife.
A siimilar phenoomenon is also observved
regardding mobile Internet devvices. There aare
manyy previous stuudies of ICT
T. Purnomo aand
Lee (2010) investigated the readiness aand
perceeption barrierrs of agriculltural extensiion
officeers toward IC
CT program im
mplementationn.

Nowad
days, our dailly activities are
a inseparablle
from technology.
t
For
F example, people wh
ho
enjoy games use video game devices in
ng their hobb
by, and people usually usse
pursuin
transpo
ortation toolss, such as traains and carss,
for theeir daily com
mmute. The importance
i
of
o
technology is also
o mentioned
d by Grübleer
(1998):
“And through teechnology hum
mans have
acquired powerfull capabilities to transform
their natural
n
enviro
onments locallly, regionallyy,
and, more recently globally.”
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Their study focused on officers connected
with public organizations in the Indonesian
Ministry of Agriculture. Chigona et al. (2010)
explored factors affecting ICT integration in
teaching and learning activities. Their study
focused on schools in disadvantaged
communities in the Western Cape, South
Africa. Sharma and Singh (2011) conducted a
study of the performance and impact of ICT in
universities in the Western Himalaya Region,
India. Sudaryanto (2011) investigated factors
influencing adoption of computers in East
Java On-Farm Agribusiness (EJOFA), and
implications for developing sustainable
agriculture.

2. Methodology
The methodology of this study is as follows.
First, we aggregate some sectors in the
Japanese IO tables for 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000,
and 2005 to get the same number of industrial
sectors. The number of Japanese industrial
sectors for these years was 84, 91, 93, 104,
and 108, respectively. These sectors are
reclassified into 78 sectors.
We next do the calculation in order to get IO
coefficient matrices for each year in the
analysis period. Miller and Blair (2009) gave
the following equation for this calculation:

aij =

Zuhdi et al. (2012) compared the role of ICT
sectors in national economic structural
changes of specific countries. Specifically,
they investigated the influences of ICT in
changes of the Input–Output (IO) activities of
industrial sectors in Indonesia and Japan to
examine macroeconomic structural changes.

zij
Xj

.

(1)

where, aij, zij, and Xj are the input needed from
industry i to produce one unit of production in
industry j, inter-industry sales by sector i to
sector j, and total production of sector j,
respectively. Further, aij represents the IO
coefficient from sector i to sector j.

However, the analysis of statistical
significance was not well discussed in their
study. This discussion is important because it
can analyze the business circumstances of the
sectors and can clarify the chances of
enhancing business activities of industrial
sectors. This study is conducted to fulfill this
gap.

Next, we calculate the influence of the
explanatory variables, which were computers
(hereafter, including main parts and
accessories)
and
telecommunications
equipment, on Japanese industrial structural
changes. These changes are represented by
dynamic changes in the IO coefficient vectors
extracted from the IO tables. To conduct this
calculation, we develop a Constrained
Multivariate Regression (CMR) model.

This study analyzes the influences of ICT in
structural changes of industrial sectors of
Japan, one of the most developed countries in
the world, and one where ICT has been
eagerly developed. The analysis period is
1985–2005. We develop a statistical tool to
investigate influences reflecting the properties
of IO activity vectors. We also perform a
deeper analysis on particular sectors to obtain
more detailed information related to ICT
influences. The remainder of this paper is
arranged as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
methodology of this study. Chapter 3 explores
the calculation results and analysis of these
results. Chapter 4 gives conclusions and
suggests areas for further research.

Data for the variables are obtained from the
website of the Japanese Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications. As with the
main data, these variables hold data for 1985,
1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. A detailed
description of the CMR model is as follows.
We begin by defining the years of analysis as
T (here, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005).
We can then define the data representing
Japanese industrial structural changes, IO
coefficient matrices, as a(t) t = 1…T. In this
calculation, the vector of the IO coefficient is
used, meaning that this model is applied to
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score is greater than the cutoff score. We use
three null hypotheses to emphasize the results
of this method. These are

each industrial sector of Japan through the IO
coefficient of the sector. The explanatory
variables used can be represented as x(k,t) k =
1…k. The following mathematical model, a
representation of the CMR model, is
employed as an elaboration of a(t):

• Hypothesis 1: Computers had no influence

on structural changes of Japanese industrial
sectors from 1985–2005.
• Hypothesis
2:
Telecommunications
equipment had no influence on structural
changes of Japanese industrial sectors from
1985–2005.
• Hypothesis
3:
Computers
and
telecommunications equipment jointly had
no influence on structural changes of
Japanese industrial sectors from 1985–
2005.

a(i, t ) = b0(i) + ∑k b(i, k ) × x(k , t ) + e(i, t )

a(i, t ) ≥ 0,

∑ a(i, t ) = 1.0 .

(2)

i

where b0(i) and b(i,k) explain the regression
coefficients of the model. Since coefficients
are nonnegative and these sums should be
unity by definition, constraints among
estimators are imposed. e(i,t) describes the
difference of original and estimated values.
One can obtain the parameters by the least
squares method, min .

∑∑ e(i, t)
i

t

2

The previous calculations can be simplified as
follows. We first describe the original data of
the five periods of the IO coefficient matrices
of 78 Japanese industrial sectors as A(t,i,j).
The vectors of explanatory variables Ex_x(k,t)
are used as sources of influences on the data.
We use the CMR model to calculate the
influence of these variables on Japanese
industrial structural changes in the analysis
period. We then describe the influenced
original IO coefficient matrices as an
estimated IO coefficient matrices, A_est(t,i,j).
To perform the calculation we use the General
Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) software,
which is software for analyzing high-level
modeling systems for optimization and
mathematical programming (GAMS, n.d.).
The next step is a test using the LRT method
to determine the statistical significance of
estimators in the fitted model.

.

Next, we test the statistical significance of
estimators in the fitted model with the
Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) method. This
method is based on calculation of –N(ln S – ln
S0), where N and S are the total amount of data
and the results of performance function
optimization, respectively. N is given by K ×
M × T, where K, M, and T are the number of
sectors that give input for the discussed
sector(s), the number of discussed sectors, and
the number of periods, respectively. The
degrees of freedom are given by (K-1) × M ×
(number of removed explanatory variables).
The statistical significance of an explanatory
variable is given by –N(ln S – ln S0), which
follows a χ2 distribution. We take 0.05 as the
level of significance, and thus use the 0.05
level of the χ2 distribution. The degrees of
freedom are 78 × 1 × 2 = 156 for the joint
explanatory variables and 78 × 1 × 1 = 78 for
separate explanatory variables. The cutoff
scores for statistical significance are χ20.05
(156) = 185.86 and χ20.05 (78) = 99.33. We use
these scores to investigate the statistical
significance of the explanatory variables on
each Japanese industrial sector. A particular
explanatory variable is said to significantly
influence a specific sector if its significance

We next perform a deeper analysis, analysis of
microscopic, namely an analysis focuses on
specific sectors. In this study, this analysis
focuses on the commerce, business services
and office supplies, and personal services
sectors. The sector numbers for these sectors
are 59, 77, and 78, respectively. The reason for
choosing these sectors is because the
explanatory variables seem to directly impact
transaction activities in the sectors. We
calculate the standard deviation of the original
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Table 1. Summary of LRT calculations (null model base)

IO coefficients of these sectors as a first step
of this analysis. The calculation for estimated
IO coefficients is ignored because the results
of this calculation generally follow the
previous one. The purpose of this calculation
is to know the magnitude of the changes of the
original IO coefficients over the period of
analysis. For each focused sector, we choose
the ten coefficients with the highest standard
deviations. These top ten coefficients represent
inputs with dynamic changes. From these
coefficients we choose one with an increasing
pattern as a target for analysis. We also discuss
input changes from value added sectors to
analyzed sectors. The coefficient of variation
and amount of correlation (R) are used to gain
deeper insights related to influences of the
variables in these sectors. After this analysis,
we describe the conclusions of this study and
possible topics for further research.

No

Explanatory variable

1
2

Computers
Telecommunications
equipment
Combination of both

3

Number of
sectors
significantly
influenced
75
75

Number of
sectors not
significantly
influenced
3
3

78

0

3.2. Microscopic Analysis
3.2.1. Commerce Sector
Table 2 describes the top ten original IO
coefficients of commerce sectors as
determined by standard deviation over the
period from 1985–2005. Based on the
information in this table, the most dynamic
input is from the real estate agencies and
rental services sector, sector number 61. For
analysis we choose a70,59, the IO coefficient
that describes input from the communication
sector to the commerce sector, because this
coefficient has an increasing pattern.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. The Results of LRT Calculation
We firstly calculate the LRT to estimate the
CMR model. The summary of this calculation
is described in Table 1. From information in
this table, we can assert that computers
significantly influenced the structural changes
of a majority of Japanese industrial sectors
from 1985 to 2005. Exceptions are seen for
the petroleum refinery products, coal products,
and steel products sectors. Similar results are
obtained
for
the
influences
of
telecommunications
equipment,
which
significantly influenced the structural changes
of all Japanese industrial sectors from 1985–
2005 except for the non-metallic ores, basic
and intermediate chemical products, and gas
and heat supply sectors. Because both
explanatory variables significantly influenced
the structural changes of a majority of
Japanese industrial sectors from 1985 to 2005,
we reject the first and second null hypotheses.
The combination of explanatory variables
used significantly influenced the structural
changes of all Japanese industrial sectors from
1985–2005. This is a stronger result than the
previous one. Based on this result, we then
reject the third null hypothesis.

Table 2. Top ten original IO coefficients in the commerce
sector by standard deviation (1985–2005)
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No.

Input–output
coefficient

Standard
deviation

Mean

1

a61,59

0.0094

0.0376

2

a71,59

0.0082

0.0037

3

a65,59

0.0079

0.0314

4

a60,59

0.0074

0.0529

5

a77,59

0.0055

0.0607

6

a70,59

0.0038

0.0203

7

a59,59

0.0037

0.0147

8

a19,59

0.0029

0.0081

9

a55,59

0.0021

0.0103

10

a26,59

0.0016

0.0023
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Figure 1 shows the change in a70,59 for 1985–
2005. Numbers in
n this and other figurees
represeent the analyssis years 1985
5, 1990, 1995
5,
2000, and
a 2005. Tab
ble 3 shows the
t coefficien
nt
of varriation of bo
oth original and
a
estimated
values of this coeffficient and the correlation
betweeen the valuees over the same period
d.
These results indiccate that ourr model welll
follows historical changes. In other wordss,
during 1985–2005 the explanattory variablees
had a strong
s
influen
nce on a70,59.

Figurre 2 shows cchanges of a779,59, input froom
the vaalue added seector to the coommerce secttor,
durinng 1985–20005. This figgure shows an
increaasing–decreassing
pattern
in
thhis
coeffi
ficient. An inncrease is eviident for 19885–
1995,, while a deccreasing patteern emerged for
1995––2005. Tablee 4 shows the coefficient of
variattion of both the originall and estimatted
valuees of this coeefficient, and the correlatiion
betweeen the valuues over thee same periood.
Thesee results sugggest that oour model w
well
follow
ws historicall changes. Inn other worrds,
durinng 1985–20055 the explannatory variabbles
had a strong influeence on a79,59.

Figure 1. Changes in a70,59 from 1985–2005
1
Tab
ble 3. Coefficien
nt of variation off original and
estimaated values of a70,59
and correlattion (R) of both
7
valuees (1985–2005)
Coefficient
C
of vaariation
Orriginal

Esstimated

0.186
0

0.174

Figure 2. Changges in a79,59 from
m 1985–2005
Tablle 4. Coefficientt of variation of bboth original andd
estim
mated values of a79,59 and correllation (R) of bothh
valuues (1985–2005))

Correlation
C
0.936

Coefficient of vvariation

Changees in a70,59 indicate that during 1985–
2005 ICT dev
vices streng
gthened th
he
nship betweeen the co
ommerce an
nd
relation
commu
unication secctors. The role
r
of thesse
devices in this relatiionship can be explained as
a
follows. The commerce sector
s
need
ds
commu
unication serrvices, such as postal an
nd
mail deelivery servicces, to condu
uct its businesss
activitiies. The com
mmunication sector, as an
a
outsideer, can provid
de these serv
vices. As tim
me
passes,, the quality and
a quantity of
o ICT devicees
significcantly advan
nces. The emergence
e
of
o
compu
uters and teleccommunicatio
ons equipmen
nt
is evid
dence of thiis growth. These
T
devicees
increasse the intensiity of cooperration between
the co
ommerce and
d communication sectorss,
especiaally input from
f
the co
ommunication
sector, since the deevices expeditte the flow of
o
inform
mation between
n both sectorss.

O
Original

E
Estimated

0.024

0.020

Correlation
0.833

Increaasing input ffrom the valuue added secctor
to paarticular secttor implies tthat the gooods
price of this sectorr will rise. Thherefore, Figuure
2 sugggests that duuring 1985–19995 the price of
comm
merce sectorr outputs inncreased. Thhis
patterrn, refers to the original data of this IO
coeffi
ficient, did noot continue inn the followiing
yearss of analysis. From the esttimated data for
this IO coefficieent, however, this patteern
continnued throughh 2000. This shows that IC
CT
devicces had a poositive impactt on increasiing
the price of ccommerce ssector outpuuts,
especcially during 11995–2000.
We bbelieve that an increasing pattern in
estim
mated a79,59 dduring 1995––2000 appearred
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due to economic con
nditions. Uneemployment in
Japan continuously
y rose during
g slow growtth
years, further acceelerating in 1999 (United
Nation
ns, 2000). Therefore,
T
in
n this period
sectorss should hav
ve taken step
ps to maintain
good quality outp
puts and attrractive pricees
withou
ut adding emp
ployees.

7

a46,77

0.0071

0.0163

8

a61,77

0.0051

0.0120

9

a43,77

0.0047

0.0071

10

a42,77

0.0040

0.0066

Figurre 3 shows chhanges in a60,77 during 19885–
2005.. Table 6 shows the coefficient of
variattion of both the originall and estimatted
valuees of this coeffficient and thhe correlationn of
these values oveer the same period. Theese
resultts suggest thhat our modeel well folloows
historrical changes. In other words, duriing
1985––2005 the eexplanatory vvariables hadd a
strongg influence onn a60,77.

ICT devices, repreesented by computers an
nd
telecom
mmunicationss equipment,, can supporrt
sectorss in that goal by, for examp
ple supportin
ng
quality
y assurance activities. Note, howeverr,
that deevice installattion costs caan be high, so
sectorss need to maiintain an attraactive price to
t
maintaain cash flo
ow balances when thesse
devices are employed. This argu
ument explain
ns
the inccreasing pattern in estimated a79,59 fo
or
1995–2
2000.
B
Serrvices and Office Suppliees
3.2.2. Business
Sectorr
Table 5 shows the
t
top ten original IO
O
coefficcients for th
he business services an
nd
office supplies secctor, relativee to standarrd
deviatiion during 19
985–2005. Th
his table show
ws
that th
he most dyn
namic input is from th
he
publish
hing and prin
nting sector, sector
s
numbeer
19. Fo
or analysis, we choose the a60,77 IO
O
coefficcient, which describes in
nput from th
he
financee and insuran
nce sector to
o the businesss
servicees and officee supplies seector, becausse
this coefficient has an
a increasing pattern.

Figure 3. Changges in a60,77 from
m 1985–2005
Tablle 6. Coefficientt of variation of bboth original andd
estim
mated values of a60,77 and correllation (R) of bothh
valuues (1985–2005))
Coefficient of vvariation

5 Top ten originaal IO coefficientts of the businesss
Table 5.
servicess and office supp
plies sector by sttandard deviation
n
(1985–2005)
No

Input–output
coefficient

Standard
deviation

Mean

1

a19,77

0.0291

0.0431

2

a71,77

0.0237

0.0427

3

a47,77

0.0116

0.0213

4

a60,77

0.0087

0.0396

5

a77,77

0.0086

0.1038

6

a18,77

0.0078

0.0141

O
Original

E
Estimated

0.221

0.175

Correlation
0.793

Channges in a60,77 indicate thaat during 19885–
2005 ICT devicess supported tthe relationshhip
betweeen the finannce and insuraance sector aand
the buusiness servicces and officee supplies secctor.
An interesting ccondition occcurred duriing
1995––2000: a deccreasing patteern is observved
in thee original datta, but an inccreasing patteern
appeaars in the estiimated data. We believe thhat
this ddifference is ddue to econom
mic conditionn in
Japann during this pperiod. As mentioned abovve,
unem
mployment inn Japan increeased further in
1999.. Both sectoors were influenced by tthis
condiition to some extent. Particcular sector thhat
experriences this ccondition neeed to search for
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ways to increasee performancce, includin
ng
providiing good service, witthout addin
ng
employ
yees. ICT deevices, such as computerrs
and teelecommunicaations equipm
ment, are on
ne
way of doing so. These devicees can reducce
human
n error and thus help to maintain
perform
mance. This may
m be a factor behind th
he
increassing pattern seen
s
in the estimated a60,777
for 199
95–2000.

devicces had a poositive impactt on increasiing
the prrice of the gooods of the buusiness servicces
and ooffice suppliees sector, esspecially duriing
1985––2000.
3.2.3.. Personal Seervices Sectoor
Tablee 8 shows the top teen original IO
coeffi
ficients of thhe personal services secttor,
relativve to standarrd deviation for 1985–20005.
This table shows tthat the mostt dynamic inpput
is from
m the commeerce sector, seector number 59.
For aanalysis, we cchoose the IO coefficient thhat
descrribes input froom this sectorr to the personnal
servicces sector, a559,78, because this coefficieent
has ann increasing ppattern.

Figure 4 shows changes in a79,77, input from
m
the vallue added secctor to the bussiness servicees
and offfice supplies sector durin
ng 1985–2005
5.
This figure
f
shows a generallly increasin
ng
pattern
n in this coeffficient. Tablee 7 shows th
he
coefficcient of variaation for both
h the originaal
and esstimated valu
ues of this co
oefficient, an
nd
correlaation of the vaalues over thee same period
d.
These results sugg
gest that ourr model welll
follows historical changes. In other wordss,
during 1985–2005 the explanattory variablees
had a strong
s
influen
nce on a79,77.

Tablee 8. Top ten origiinal IO coefficients of the personnal
serrvices sector by sstandard deviatioon (1985–2005)
No.

Input–outputt
coefficient

Standardd
deviationn

Mean

1

a59,78

0.0124

0.0546

2

a77,78

0.0077

0.0357

3

a78,78

0.0057

0.0165

4

a71,78

0.0055

0.0044

5

a61,78

0.0051

0.0199

6

a72,78

0.0039

0.0053

Figure 4. Changes in a79,77 from 1985–2005
1

7

a60,78

0.0038

0.0202

Table 7. Coefficient of
o variation of bo
oth original and
estimaated values of a79,77
and correlattion (R) of both
7
valuees (1985–2005)

8

a26,78

0.0031

0.0050

9

a10,78

0.0029

0.0367

10

a58,78

0.0029

0.0084

Coefficient
C
of vaariation
Orriginal

Esstimated

0.040
0

0.040

Correlation

Figurre 5 shows tthe changes in a59,78 duriing
1985––2005. Tablee 9 shows the coefficient of
variattion for bothh the originall and estimatted
valuees of this coeffficient and thhe correlationn of
these values oveer the same period. Theese
resultts suggest thhat our modeel well folloows
historrical changes. In other words, duriing
1985––2005 the eexplanatory vvariables hadd a
strongg influence onn a59,78.

0.984

Increassed input from
m the value added
a
sector to
t
particu
ular sector sug
ggests that th
he goods pricce
of thiss sector will rise. Thereffore, Figure 4
suggessts that durin
ng 1985–2000
0 the price of
o
outputss of the bussiness services and officce
a
suppliees sector inccreased. In 2000–2005,
2
slight decrease
d
appeeared. Both IO
I coefficientts
show the
t same patttern, suggessting that ICT
T
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Figure 5. Changes in a59,78 from 1985–2005
1

Figure 6. Changges in a79,78 from
m 1985–2005

Table 9. Coefficient of
o variation of bo
oth original and
and correlattion (R) of both
estimaated values of a59,78
5
valuees (1985–2005)

Tablee 10. Coefficiennt of variation off both original annd
estim
mated values of a79,78 and correllation (R) of bothh
valuues (1985–2005))

Coefficient
C
of vaariation
Orriginal

Esstimated

0.227
0

0.197

Coefficient of vvariation

Correlation
0.868

Changees in a59,78 indicate that during 1985–
2005 ICT devices well su
upported th
he
relation
nship betweeen the co
ommerce an
nd
personal services sectors. An
A increasin
ng
pattern
n clearly appeeared in this period,
p
in botth
the oriiginal and esstimated dataa. We believ
ve
that this pattern
n appears because of
o
charactteristics of th
he personal seervices sectorr.
This sector
s
needs a “field” to
t market itts
produccts, and the commerce seector providees
this. Figure 5 sugg
gests that sup
pport from th
he
commeerce sector in
ncreases from
m year to year.
ICT devices, especcially compu
uters, promotte
this co
onnection beccause they can
n expedite th
he
flow of
o informatio
on. In other words, thesse
devices strengthen business
b
activ
vities between
both seectors.

O
Original

E
Estimated

0.024

0.020

Correlation
0.851

Decreeased input ffrom the valuue added secctor
to paarticular secttor suggests that the gooods
price of this sector will fall. Thherefore, Figuure
6 sugggests that duuring 1985–22000 the outpput
price of the personnal services ssector tendedd to
decreease. We suuggest that this downtuurn
appeaars due to thee adoption off ICT devicess in
the ppersonal serrvices sectorr. Sectors thhat
utilizee ICT devicces in produuction activitties
will bbe more efficcient than thoose that do nnot.
This efficiency w
will reduce ooperating cossts.
Furthher, this reducction will deccrease the price
of prooducts. In othher words, secctors that utilize
ICT ddevices in theeir business aactivities will be
more competitive in market thaan those that do
not.
4. C
Conclusions aand Further Research

c
in a799,78, input from
m
Figure 6 describes changes
the vallue added secctor to the perrsonal servicees
sector, from 1985–2005. This figure
fi
shows a
g pattern in th
his coefficient.
generally decreasing
Table 10 shows thee coefficient of
o variation of
o
both th
he original an
nd estimated values of thiis
coefficcient, and the correlation of
o these valuees
over th
he same periiod. These reesults suggesst
that ou
ur model well follows histo
orical changess.
In oth
her words, during 1985–2005 th
he
explanatory variablles had a strrong influencce
on a79,778.

This study analyzzed the influeences of ICT in
structtural changees of Japannese industrrial
sectorrs during 19985–2005. In this study, we
consiidered ICT tto be repressented by IC
CT
capitaal stock. Moore specificallly, ICT capiital
stockk is represeented by ccomputers aand
telecoommunicationns equipmentt. Both of theese
technnologies weere used aas explanatoory
variabbles. We empployed the CM
MR model as an
analyysis tool and uused the LRT
T method to ttest
the sttatistical signnificance of estimators in tthe
fittedd model. We also conduccted hypotheesis
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testing to bolster the strength of the results.
We then performed deeper analysis, focusing
microscopically on the commerce, business
services and office supplies, and personal
services sectors. We used standard deviations,
coefficients of variation, and correlations to
obtain a deeper understanding of the
influences of these variables in the examined
sectors.

capital formation coefficients, would more
comprehensively show the influences of ICT
by sector.

The results showed that in the analysis period
these variables, separately and jointly, had a
significant influence on structural changes of
Japanese industrial sectors, including the
analyzed sectors. From the statistical
significance of the analyzed sectors, structural
change of the commerce sector was more
strongly influenced by telecommunications
equipment than by computers. An opposite
phenomenon was seen for the structural
change of the business services and office
supplies sector. The structural change of the
personal services sector, in contrast, was
equally influenced by both explanatory
variables.
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